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Ground water deserves protection, requires management 
By BILL DEVIT A 

Special to The Gazette 
Portage County and the entire Central 

Sands region of Wisconsin enjoy a tremen
dous water resource. The water that exists 
below our feet has always been assumed to 
be "wonderful" and plentiful - even infinite. 

Today, we know differently. History has 
shown that when ground water is left unpro
tected, quality will be degraded and quantity 
depleted. By some, environmental protec
tion is perceived as necessary to a healthy 
resource, and by ·others it is perceived as 
cumbersome regulation that stifles economic 
growth. 

Portage County thrives on this plentiful, 
easily accessible resource. Communities 
grow, and the local economy thrives on 
ground water. We would live in very differ
ent communities if water was Jess plentiful, 
of poor quality or deeper in the earth. The 
enormous importance of ground water for all 
residents and industries of the Central Sands 
dictates tbe need for careful management. 

.,,, Ground water management in the form of 
ground water quality regulation began in the 
early 1980s when aldicarb, which had been 
used to control potato pests, was found in 
ground water by a local researcher and his 
team of students. 

Samples were sent to other labs in Madison 
and the manufacturer of the insecticide to 
validate the findings. The results were con
firmed and action was initiated to investigate 
the extent of ground water contamination and 

evaluate the hazards presented to those who 
used the resource. 

Concerned citizens and legislators soon 
jumped into the discussion with the reaJiza
tion that ground water in the Central Sands 
was a fragile resource and needed protection. 

Science, economics and politics came 
together and in 1984, the Wisconsin State 
Legislature passed ground water legislation 
regulating pesticides and other pollutants in 
ground water. However, this did not occur 
without confrontation, negotiation and com
promise. 
·The later 1980s and early I 990s was a time 

of change. Aldicarb had been voluntarily 
pulled from the market by the manufacturer 
and other issues of water quality came to 
the forefront. Atrazine, a widely used herbi
c.ide, was detected statewide at levels deemed 
unsafe. 

Once again, management of atrazine usage 
came after the ground water resource had 
been degraded. Atrazine applications are now 
regulated and atrazine levels in ground water 
throughout the Central Sands are declining. 

This of course, is not without consequence 
as other herbicides are used to replace atra
zine. 

While these herbicides - alachlor and meto
lachlor - seldom impact ground water, their 
break-down products do (metolachlor ESA 
is the most frequently detected herbicide 
metabolite in Wisconsin ground water). 

So while the chemical "du jour" has 
changed, the management of them has not. 

Our society still works to respond to environ
mental consequences after the resource has 
been compromised. 

Pesticide issues are in addition to the long
recogoized nitrate issue in the Central Sands. 
Nitrate in ground water comes primarily 
from chemical fertilizers and animal waste, 
but also from septic systems. The Wisconsin 
Division of Public Health recommel)ds that 
people of all ages avoid long-term consump
tion of water that has a nitrate level greater 
than 10 ppm, 

Approximately 19 percent of wells tested 
in Portage County exceed drinking water 
standards for nitrate. Plover, Whiting, and 
Amherst have collectively invested millions 
of dollars to remove nitrate so the water may 
be legally distributed and consumed by their 
residents. Costs are passed oo to the consum
ers in their utility bills. 

Private well owners in the Central Sands 
also spend thousands of dollars to remove 
nitrate from their drinking water supply 

Septic systems, especially in densely popu
lated subdivisions, pose other issues besides 
nitrate contamination. Some of what goes 
down the drain or flushed down the toilet 
ends up in ground water. 

Whether you consume caffeine, diet soda, 
pharmaceuticals or a wide variety of other 
products - these just don't "go away" - but 
can be discharged from septic systems to 
ground water and then to your neighbor's 
well. Some of the problems may be avoided 
through management lot sizes, placement 

of wells and septic systems, but this would 
require coordination and possibly regulation. 

We now face the issue of the enormous vol
ume ofwa.ter that is pumped from the Central 
Sands aquifer (Portage County pumps more 
water than any county in Wisconsin). The 
result is lowering of the water table and this 
issue surrounds the-Little Plover River, and 
more recently, the town of Hull. 

Once thought of as an infinite resource, 
these two situations demonstrate ground 
water shortages which have become common 
throughout Portage, Waushara and Adams 
counties. While the science of ground water 
pumping and impacts on water table and 
surface water bodies is well known, it is met 
with skepticism. 

Again, science, economics and politics col
lide, and management of our precious ground 
water resource is construed as burdensome 
government regulation. 

This is the first in a series of articles 
authored by members of the Portage County 
Groundwater Citizen Advisory Committee's 
subcommittee on Public Involvement and 
Education. 

Bill De Vita is the laboratory manager of the 
Water and Environmental Analysis Lab on 
the campus of the University of Wisconsin
Stevens Point. He is also a member of the 
Portage County Citizen Advisory Commit
tee's subcommittee on monitoring and assess
ment. If you find opinions expressed here, 
they are his, and may not reflect those of the 
university, lab or the subcommittee. 


